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� Administratively controlled access to all menu 
options and functions.  

� Administratively controlled Internet access to 
residents and functionality via WEB page.  

� House, Resident, Visitor, Operator, Beeper, 
AVI and Access permissions screens to tailor 
security requirements to community needs.   

� System interfaced gate opening functionality 
so Guards can not open access gates unless 
permission has been granted by resident.  

� Distress gate opening functionality for emergency situations such as fireman’s, 
police and other emergency personnel.  

� Resident configurable authorizers so only particular household integrants can give 
access to visitors.  

� Camera synchronization and integration that helps pinpoint suspicious events to 
capture a particular situation in minutes instead of days. 

� Up to three predetermined phone numbers per house for authorization requests with 
“follow-me” capability. These numbers are hidden so residence telephone numbers 
are kept private. The guard will not have access to change or view the number 
dialed but will be able to dial the house at which time he can speak with the resident 
to request entry permission.  

� Resident configurable information that allows for total privacy if desired.  

� Up to seven electronically interfaced gates per access point.  

� Unlimited number of visitors/residents per house.  

� License plate learning feature for smart identification of visitors and positive 
recognition. 

� All request and/or changes are monitored and kept in file for later auditing when 
necessary. 

� Authorization screen with visitor photo for enhanced security. 

� Pre-authorized lists which allow guards to open the gates through the system 
without having to call the resident.  

� Flexibility to control pre-authorized visitor entrance by date, time, day of week and 
others.  
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� Beeper code search hack detection so that administration can detect if someone is 
trying to decipher the gate beeper codes.  

� Rental home identification functionality so that owner can access community 
statistics and publications (if granted by administration) and renter can still use full 
functionality. 

� Recreational areas identification functionality for special events and/or access 
permissions. 

� Two way camera integration to allow; 1) administrators and authorized users to 
check on guard and entrance activity and 2) Synchronized entry photo archival for 
later viewing. 

� Gate opening integration that allows administration to eliminate “unknown” entrances 
that can happen when the guards have access to the gate opening button. The 
system opens the gates not the guard.  

� Resident can send on-line notes to the guard via internet and these are presented 
each time access is requested to their home.  

� Internet access to residents of access statistics, pre-authorized visitors, telephones 
etc..  

� Global access statistics to pinpoint problems by visitor, resident and times (who, 
when and where). 

� Multiple point access control with segregated or synchronized data repository. 

� Necessity based tailoring capability so community can always enhance or redesign 
the system to their specific needs. 

� AVI integration and on-line authorization update via internet.  

� Can tailor inputs to current accounting system so functionality is activated or de-
activated based on resident’s A/R balance and/or age.  

� On going CAMSOFT committed support and improvements. Generally there are 
over 6 updates per year.  

� All reports can be printed directly to a printer or sent to Screen, Word, Excel, E-Mail 
or PDF format.  

� Optional periodical (weekly, daily, monthly etc..) automatic reports via E-mail to 
administration. 

� Free on-line 24/7 access control system monitoring via Internet for communities with 
Internet enabled systems. 

� And much more ……… 
 


